EXTERNAL FUNDING RESULTS
June 2017 – May 2018

1,249 funding opportunities in our online database

229* 1:1 appointments
*up 26% from 2016–17

67 applications submitted for over $1.5M

25% underrepresented minorities
24% international students
55% master’s students

15 awards totaling more than $200,000
TESTIMONIALS

The NSF GRFP consultations provided by Dr. Andrea Hilkovitz from The Graduate College were very helpful. I strongly recommend her service to students and interested mentoring faculty.

— Oleg Komogortsev, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Computer Science
NSF CAREER Award (2012)
Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers (2017)

The Graduate College has some amazing resources for attaining your research goals, including assistance in finding and preparing proposals for external funding. Dr. Andrea Hilkovitz is a power asset who helped me create a plan and budget, skills that I will use throughout my career.

— Alisa Hartsell
Doctoral Student, Geography
Boren Fellowship (2018)

EXTERNAL FUNDING RESULTS

Through consultations and advising, we provide students with the **professional skillset** needed to **secure external funding** and to **advance careers**.

49 **workshops**

*Topics include:*

- grant-writing series
- specific funding opportunities
- funding database training

662 **attendees**